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LETS TALK ABOUT SURVEYS 
FOR A MOMENT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Personal notes:Myers-Briggs: INFPStrengths Finder, Top 2 Strengths are: Individuation and AchieverVocational tests have revealed my idea profession is a Psychologist or ProfessorFacebook surveys!Secret Magical Power: HealerAnimal Spirit: LionWhat Type of Angel are You?: Warrior Guardian Angel



4 most bizarre survey finds

❶ ❷ ❸ ❹

Surveys are fun!



#❶ 23% thought “MP3” was a Star Wars robot 
(– Vouchercloud.net)

4 most bizarre survey finds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vouchercloud.net is a coupon website, as a way to determine how knowledgeable users are when it comes to tech terms.



#❷ 51% of surveyed Americans think stormy weather "affects" Cloud Computing 
(-Wakefield Research, 2012)  

4 most bizarre survey finds



#❸ 1 in 4 Americans thinks the Sun goes around the Earth (-NSF, 2012)

4 most bizarre survey finds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The survey of 2,200 people in the United States was conducted by the NSF in 2012 



#❹ Average Americans think they are smarter than the Average American (-YouGov, 2014)

4 most bizarre survey finds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
YouGov, research organization uses online polling



The Survey Program’s Evolution at UC San Diego

1993 –
16 Business 
Affairs units 
begin using the 
balanced 
scorecard 
approach

UC San Diego 
inducted into 
Balanced Scorecard 
Hall of Fame

Customer service, 
department outreach, 
and efficient internal 
processes are an 
expectation and norm

Surveys provide 
actionable data for 
continuous 
improvement 
initiatives and in 
support of the 
campus strategic 
plan

Best practices and 
benchmarking 
opportunities

1994 -
Customer 
Satisfaction 
Survey

1995 -
Student 
Satisfaction 
Survey

1997-
Staff 
Climate 
Survey

2005-20141994-2004 2015-beyond

UC San Diego – VC Business Affairs UC San Diego – All Campus

UC San Diego, UC Irvine, UC Riverside, CSU 
Chancellor’s Office, Cal Poly SLO , CSU San 
Marcos, …

2003-
Surveys 
go online

Key 
Performance 
Indicators 
identified and 
benchmarked

2011 -
Scalable 
advanced 
analytics 
and reports

2012 –
UC San 
Diego’s 1st 
strategic plan

2014 -
Surveys 
are fully 
scalable

Mission and 
vision aligned 
with strategy

2004-
Surveys 
expand to 
all campus

2007-
First study 
on diversity 
and staff 
satisfaction

2015 –
Benchmarking 
Program Begins

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1993: Climate was of severe budget constraints and heightened attention to stewardship of resources. Increased accountability and emphasis on efficiency. The BSC was introduced as a way to build in a discipline of focus and mission and strategic alignment. Needed to know what we are spending on our time and efforts were worth it. No wasted efforts.





IT’S ALL ABOUT 
THE DATA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Through Surveys!My unit is all about helping to get good data to help leaders know if they are achieving those four questions.Surveys; Uncover the answers. Learn about what motivates survey respondents and what is important to them, and gather meaningful opinions, comments, and feedback. Evoke discussion. Give your survey respondents an opportunity to discuss important key topics. related to your survey within a broader perspective.Base decisions on objective information. Don’t rely on “gut feelings” to make important business decisions. You can collect unbiased survey data and develop sensible decisions based on analyzed results. Compare results. Snapshot of the attitudes and behaviors – including thoughts, opinions, and comments – about your target survey population. Compare results over time.
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Surveys allow a way to understand people’s 
attitudes, feelings, and behaviors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How we feel about ourselves as a department will impact how we treat our customers and how customers feel about departments will affect their behaviors – will they make work arounds to using the department, do they actively use the services of the department…



Why do administrative support areas survey in a university setting?
Answer: To know if we are helping to support the mission of the university. 

How would a leader know if he/she is meeting these needs?



Four main reasons to survey customers

1. Identify and fix 

2. Assess the performance 

3. Improve processes 

4. Understand needs for a better 
overall experience

Uncover 
Answers

Evoke 
Discussion

Data-
based 

Decisions

Compare 
Results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identify and fix any meaningful problems that have occurred for with products or service.Assess the performance of customer-facing units and staff (call center reps, etc.).Improve processes and standards for delivery.Understand customers’ needs as they use products or services so the company can help them have a better overall experience.Uncover the answers. Learn about what motivates survey respondents and what is important to them, and gather meaningful opinions, comments, and feedback. Evoke discussion. Give your survey respondents an opportunity to discuss important key topics. related to your survey within a broader perspective.Base decisions on objective information. Don’t rely on “gut feelings” to make important business decisions. You can collect unbiased survey data and develop sensible decisions based on analyzed results. Compare results. Snapshot of the attitudes and behaviors – including thoughts, opinions, and comments – about your target survey population. Compare results over time.



Methodology – Design Customer Satisfaction Survey
Standard 8 rating questions for all services with up to 5 customized 

questions per service area
1. Overall satisfaction
2. Understands my needs
3. Accessible
4. Responsive
5. Resolves issues
6. Knowledgeable/professional/courteous, etc.
7. Effective use of Blink (info sharing website)
8. Moving in positive direction

Stop, save, and finish later
Confidential responses
All staff and faculty invited
Message: Help us help you fulfill the mission of the university

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Psychometric principles of sound survey methodology:Good questions = not double-barreled, leading, etcBuild the assessment to be easy to takeGet the right population group, proper samplingCommunicate and be clear what the point, or message of the survey is



Methodology – Design Staff@Work Survey

Tested for internal reliability, 
conducted Factor Analysis
53 questions measure 6 dimensions:

• University overall
• Department effectiveness (diversity, mission)
• Supervisor effectiveness
• Employee effectiveness

Equity, diversity, and inclusion 
questions for comparisons
Message:

• Are you a satisfied UCSD employee?

Regression analysis to predict what 
drives satisfaction

“Yes, it really is Anonymous” 









IT’S ALL ABOUT 
making meaning of THE 

DATA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By analyzing results, you can immediately address topics of importance, rather than waste time and valuable resources on areas of little or no concern.



Customer Satisfaction Survey Reports: Who, What, Where, When, Why

Trend analysis: “When” over time Heat maps for easy identification of “Where” should we dig deeper

“What” are the basic descriptive statistics

Correlational analysis 
to identify drivers of satisfaction 
and start the conversation of 
“Why” are the scores varying

Drill downs to know which departments 
to focus your outreach or study best 
practices: “Who” needs attention



“Heat map” to quickly identify strengths and opportunities



Staff@Work: A picture can say a thousand words…

Arrows indicate 
positive or negative 
movement and 
*statistical analysis 
inform you of 
significant trends

Descriptive statistics

Impact analysis:
These are the items 
where people are 
saying, “I am not as 
happy about these 
things and they are 
also very important 
drivers of my 
satisfaction”



Interactive reports with Tableau 



IT’S ALL ABOUT what you do 
with

THE DATA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The step beyond psychometrics is what you DO with the data. Seeing how data can be translated into meaningful actions….this is the exciting part!











• “We’re listening” – candid disclosure of results
• “We heard you” – changes we are making in 

direct response to survey

Now what? At UC Irvine..





• “We’re listening” – candid disclosure of results
• “We heard you” – changes we are making in direct 

response to survey

Now what? At UC Riverside..



UCR Business and Administrative Services
Advantages & Outcomes - 2015 Surveys

• Baseline data used to inform strategic planning / 
Balanced Score Card

• Created accountability/awareness 
• Collaboration - go forward strategies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who we are



• “We’re listening” – candid disclosure of results
• “We heard you” – changes we are making in direct 

response to survey

Now what? At Cal State Chancellor’s Office..







Benchmarking!



Benchmarking with others opens up a dialogue



Benchmarking with others opens up a dialogue



Examples of actions taken as a result of staff and customer survey data:
 Creation of a Professional Development and Training Program in Business and Financial Services which has resulted in career advancement and salary 

increases of an average or 21% for participants, 8 graduate level degrees and 20 professional certifications

 Dining enhanced their menu choices to include healthier and vegan options

 Housing improved lounge and shared living spaces in response to student feedback

 Facilities Management instituted a client response system to more quickly address customer requests

 Transportation offered specific commuting alternatives per the feedback received

 Campus Shuttle brought back a shuttle route after hearing the feedback from customers

 Equipment Management created a new inventory process to alleviate the burden on departments and resulted in successful inventory of approximately 
80 campus buildings and 6,000 pieces of equipment with minimal intrusion into research or operational processes

 Procurements created a Department Outreach program to address the specific needs of targeted customers 

 Career Services Center updated their Port Triton system to make their search feature more user friendly for students seeking quality internships

 The BFS STRIVE Leadership Development Program was created and implemented to support development of high-potential employees in the 
department through mentorship. The program increased diversity, spurred career growth, encouraged professional development and fostered 
mentorships for the participants. It is now identified as a University “best practice” in succession planning

 E-Communications responded to customer feedback stating that 57% of students used Apple enabled devices and has thus better accommodated 
students’ technology preference.

 Facilities Management instituted a note system to notify clients of visits which saved FTE time in handling phone call inquiries and on investigation of 
the work order.

 Staff Education and Development updated 70% of existing pages to increase staff understand of opportunities.

 Student Business Services responses to students’ request of electronic payment methods and now, 80% can and do pay through the e-check option.

 Mail Services no longer delivers junk mail and now sends email alerts to students about USPS packages to make receiving packages more convenient. 

For more examples, quotes from leaders, and impact, visit http://blink.ucsd.edu/sponsor/OSI/opa/index.html.

http://blink.ucsd.edu/sponsor/OSI/opa/index.html


Thank you!

Who has the first question?
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